LAB510 Labelling Machine
for Coffee Bags
Increase efficiency with a labeller that
does the work of 5-7 employees.

Moha Coffee Use Case

Labelling Coffee Bags

Small Footprint

Adaptable Design

Expert Service

4200 Labels/Hour

Designed for Coffee Bags
LAB510 by JMV Robotique is a device enabling the
automatic application of an adhesive label on coffee
bags. It has been specially adapted to coffee bags
and equipped with a degassing valve, which achieves
a yield of 4200 pieces per hour. Its accuracy is +/half a millimeter. The device has a very low error rate,
which makes it perfectly reliable.

Easily Switch Products
LAB510 is a universal labeller and therefore adapts
perfectly to different sizes and thicknesses of sachets.
To switch from one format to another, only 3 to 5
minutes and some manipulations are necessary.
Watch the LAB510 Labeller demo video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvF9907JCD8
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LAB510 Labelling
Machine for Coffee Bags
About the Equipment
ADR AG provides a tailor-made solutions for to the
specifications and needs of each company. Precision,
robustness and longevity are the advantages of this
device made in Germany.

Thanks to its flexibility, LAB510 labeling machine can be
easily integrated into a line of production. With a length
of 755 mm, a height of 540 mm and a depth 1120 mm
is a compact device that will not clutter your workspace
and will not cause any noise nuisance. Moreover, its
weight of 26 kg makes it easily transportable as needed.

Operation
The operation of the device is extremely simple: the coffee bags, when their routing on
the conveyor, pass a photoelectric barrier which then trigger the applicator. If you have
any questions, our team of qualified technicians is at your disposal for you.

Although its acquisition cost is higher than that of a label
applicator, the LAB510 LAB Labeler will provide a large
return over time in terms of efficiency and yield. The
LAB510 labeller will allow you to apply labels, stickers
and barcodes on all your packaging up to 50mm thick
and 210 mm wide max.

The speed of the conveyor is 200 mm per second. It
is compatible with paper and plastic labels from 15 to
136 mm. The labels can be rolled or not. Based on the
same operation, you can totally apply glued seals on
transparent or matte support.
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